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Porotherm
Best Practice
Guide

This guide has been designed and
prepared to provide all the information
required to assist your Porotherm build.
The aim is to illustrate the ‘Do’s and Don’ts’ from
all aspects of the business including, but not
exclusively, commercial and projects management.
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Porotherm
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Introduction

Porotherm follows a very similar
path to a traditional build process,
but with some significant benefits
n Porotherm is designed to give you the
ability to construct a water tight structure
by only taking up the internal skin,
somewhat like a timber frame structure,
allowing first fix works to commence
before you would need to lay a single
brick, but without following a complex
and contemporary build system.

Key contacts:

Technical: Jason Thorne T 07778 817567
Sales: Darren White T 07702 961247
For all details of the Porotherm system please
visit www.wienerberger.co.uk/walls
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Building with
Porotherm
The build process consists
of the following steps:
Finished slab handed over
Scaffolding erected to eaves
Base course
Block work to joist
Joist and floor installation
Beam fill and block work to wall plate
Roof installed and weathered in
Stairs and windows fitted
Parge coat
Commence 1st fix works
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Building with Porotherm

Guidance notes

You are about to undertake a build using the Porotherm system. The following are
some simple guidance notes that should be considered from a commercial and
project management point of view, to ensure your Porotherm build is completed
in a way that is beneficial to all areas of your business.

Porotherm build tips (1)
n Scaffold should be erected with Porotherm loaded out onto the slab prior to commencement of
block work.
n If using tube and fitting scaffold, a minimum two inside board system should be considered along
with telescopic transoms.
n Scaffold lifts should be set out top to bottom, top lift 450mm below eaves followed by two 1.8m or
2m lifts below that.
n When setting out the all-important base course, various joist heights can be achieved by setting
out in the following manner:
2325mm = 1 brick course followed by 10 block courses
2400mm = 2 brick courses and 10 block courses
2485mm = exactly 11 courses of blocks
n A Porotherm coursing brick will soon be available, however in the meantime place an order for an
economical clay brick to course in where required and for setting out your base course.
n Consider bay windows and walk in bays when scaffolding to allow windows and GRP’s to be fitted
while scaffold is still erected.
n Use a bay template to ensure bays are built correctly to allow bay call offs from drawing and not
check measure.
n Call off times are greatly reduced due to the speed of the Porotherm system, so orders for all
related materials i.e. formers, lintels, joists, stairs, windows and trusses MUST be placed early. During
an average Porotherm build you will require your lintels and window formers (ensure order notes for
use with Porotherm) on day one of the build, joists and flooring on day 3, trusses and spandrel panels
day 5, stairs and first fix timbers day 7 and windows on day 8!
n When ordering lintels simply tell your supplier that you are building with Porotherm, and they will
know exactly what is required.
n Appointment of Scaffolding and Bricklaying contractors needs to be done early, as Bricklayers
may need training if not familiar with the system, and scaffolding needs to be erected prior to super
structure commences.
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Building with Porotherm

Guidance notes
Porotherm build tips (2)

n There’s no time to check measure stairs, so order as per drawing. If the base course has been laid
correctly your stairs WILL be right.
n Porotherm is inert, so don’t throw money away by adding Porotherm to rubble skips. Keep any
waste separate and crush it back into the ground.
n The use of Gable end and Spandrel panels can take up to 10 days of your build program, and save
money in scaffold adaptions, block cutting and laying. They also give carpenters the ability to complete
the main roof in one visit and the next operation is felt and batten.
n Instruct your carpenter to provide you with a split price for the roof, main roof and roof final, with the
brickwork off the critical path, the soffit may need installing after the brickwork is complete.
n Ask your brickwork subcontractor to price to carry out the parge coating. This is a very simple
and quick, perfect for a bricklayer’s labourer. Instructional videos for this, and many other Porotherm
related activities can be found at www.wienerberger.co.uk/walls.
n EcoParge can replace the need for mastic around joist ends, if applied around built in joists with a
paint brush!
n When bringing up the face brickwork to the gable end, you will need a “Cullen FT 75, 100 or 125 tie”
fitted to the face of the timber end panel to tie the brickwork in.
n First and second fix fixings are widely available, and are not a costly item that would affect pricing
from a subcontractor point of view.
n Consider ‘fly battening’ the roof only. This is a quick and easy way to get the plot water tight at an
early stage, especially if setting the roof out fully isn’t possible at that point.
n Drilling into Porotherm couldn’t be easier, simply use a masonry bit as you would expect, but without
hammer action.

n Since the aim for Porotherm is for the internal skin to be brought up independently,
scaffolding has to be approached from a slightly different angle. The scaffold designs
shown above, have been tried and tested on many sites, and have proven to work
extremely well with Porotherm if you are using tube and fitting. Please share this
information with your scaffolding contractor to assist them with their design.

Scaffolding
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Base Course

n The base course is the
most crucial part of the
Porotherm system. It is laid
on a 10mm bed of traditional
mortar. You MUST ENSURE
your base course is in-line
and level across both planes
of the block with NO steps or
staggers across the top.
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The Basics
n Porotherm blocks are a multi cellular clay block measuring 224mm in height and when ZeroPlus
mortar is applied with the roller at 1mm thick it achieves a coursing height of 225mm, coursing in
perfectly with three courses of brickwork. The ZeroPlus mortar comes as a 15kg bag and when
mixed with 3.6 litres of water, it will lay one entire pack of blocks measuring approx. 11m2. Being
clay, Porotherm cuts exceptionally easily, and a variety of cutting methods can be employed.

The Block

ZeroPlus mortar

Tools for laying Porotherm

Tools for cutting Porotherm
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The Basics

Blockwork Standards
✔

✘

n The two sets of images above, clearly illustrate what is acceptable in terms of quality when producing
Porotherm block work.
Key points to maintain are…
- A minimum bond of 100mm MUST be achieved in all areas.
- A maximum width of 30mm joint is permissible between blocks, but this must
be neatly pointed with sand and cement mortar at the point of the block being laid.
- If ZeroPlus is mixed correctly, there should be no excessive mortar runs on the face of the block
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The Basics
n The images
right illustrate
the following
two points:
All door jambs
and window
reveals must
have the female
end of the block
exposed, and
when applying
a traditional
mortar course to
Porotherm i.e.
under a wall plate
or joists, it is best
practice to install
a DPM bedded on
ZeroPlus mortar

n The two images above show both drilling and core drilling:
Both tasks are exceptionally easy with Porotherm being a clay product. When drilling into Porotherm, simply use
a traditional masonry bit, but please ensure that there is no percussion employed. Percussion and or hammer
action simply isn’t required and the results without far exceed traditional methods.
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Lines, Pins and Profiles

n When laying Porotherm, due to the fact that the block is precision ground, you won’t need to
use a string line for level across the top of the course you’re laying. Instead, all you need is a line
that will assist you in keeping linear straight. We highly recommend setting up profiles for this,
or if you want to use your line and pins that’s absolutely fine too. As the picture shows above,
simply drop your pins into the top of the block, as you wont get them in the 1mm bed joint, and
then keeping your line fairly loose, apply some weight to give you your line.
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Bay window setting out

n The setting out of bay windows can be quickly and easily achieved to a very high
standard if you follow this series of images.
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Cutting

n The three sets of images below show some of the preferred methods of cutting Porotherm.
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E-WM-25

Party wall construction robust detail

✔

Please note, there is no mixture of materials and block work
should be bonded, not straight jointed. Only the following
wall ties may be used in this separating wall:
* Acon Building Products CCBA ‘Type A’.

✘

n Porotherm blocks - thin joint
n Insulated Cavity
n EcoParge and Gypsum based board

Block	Minimum 100mm Porotherm
perforated clay blocks
Wall Ties	Wall ties, as approved list
(above)* and installed at
no more then 2.5 ties per
square metre
Cavity width

100mm (min)

Block thickness 100mm (min), each leaf
Wall finish	Gypsum-based board
(nominal 8 kg/m2) mounted
on dabs on Porotherm
EcoParge (nominal 4mm,
minimum 3mm)
Insulation	Mineral wool rolls or batts,
maximum 20 kg/m3
External	Porotherm inner leaf and
masonry outer leaf with
50mm (min) cavity - clear,
fully filled or partially filled
with insulation

Porotherm has its own robust detail, E-WM-25.
The following link will take you to the RD website:
www.robustdetails.com/the-handbook/selecting-yourrobust-details/masonry-walls/e-wm-25
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Ties

n The following charts clearly show all available ties and the relevant tie for each and every individual situation.

Ancon Building Products
President Way, President Park
Sheffield S4 7UR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 114 275 5224
Email: info@ancon.co.uk
Visit: www.ancon.co.uk
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Lintels and Trays

n Porotherm lintels are designed as a two part system, a box lintel to build into the Porotherm as the internal
skin is built up, then the external leaf clips into place as the face brickwork is brought up at a later stage. Lintels
are bedded on traditional mortar, but your tray will be installed on ZeroPlus. A good tip is to roll the block and
not the dpm, and then turn the block and lay it on top of the dpm. While on the subject of membranes and trays,
please note that if the construction is to include gas or radon membranes, these should always be laid within a
bed of traditional mortar.
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Joists
n Any joists should
always be positioned on
a full block, so therefore
any modification to
course height will need
to be made below this
course. As the image
clearly shows, best
practice is to notch
the block of the block
above the joist to allow
thin jointing to continue.
Alternatively depending
on the depth of timber
joist, an oversized
traditional mortar bed
greater than 10mm
may be laid between
Porotherm courses to
enable the following
course to over sail the
joists. If this method is
used, a DPM should be
bedded onto the bed to
be in filled between joists
so as to stop traditional
mortar loss into the cells
of the block.

n When installing hangers, always ensure the hanger back flange is tight against the block. Hangers can be
installed using a traditional 10mm mortar joint, or alternatively by notching the block above the hanger, thin
jointing can continue, ensuring the notch is fully filled with traditional mortar. Please note a minimum of three
courses of Porotherm should be laid, with the mortar fully cured, prior to applying any load to the hanger.
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Concrete plank placement

n Due to the fact that Porotherm takes the brickwork off the critical path, final
placement of concrete planks cannot be done by prying them into position.
Therefore lifting eyes must be employed. Many of the major concrete plank
manufacturers now fit lifting eyes as standard, but please discuss this with your
plank supplier prior to the commencement of your Porotherm project.

✔

✘
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Laying at Height
n Another benefit of building with Porotherm, is that there is no course limit to how high you can build, it simply
comes down to health and safety and weather conditions. To lay at height, don’t try to use the roller above your
head, simply roll the blocks on the floor or across the top of the pallet, then simply turn them over and lay them
mortar side down.
Please ensure your methods of laying at height are approved by site.
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Roofing
Spandrel and Gable end Panels

n Gable end panels and spandrel panels offer huge benefits in speed when used in conjunction with Porotherm.
The average time saving in building with gable end and spandrel panels compared to bringing the gable ends up
in Porotherm is anywhere between 5 to 7 days. In short, when you’ve reached wall plate you only need your roof
and on and weathered in, and your 1st fixing

✔
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Weathering in

n There aren’t any hard and fast rules when it comes to roof covering when building using
the Porotherm system, you can felt batten and tile the entire roof, part tile or simply felt and
fly batten to be weathered in the quickest.
Please take a look through the following diagrams, to further illustrate the multiple different
options when weathering in.
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Window installation and support

n Windows are installed in exactly the same way as you would expect with a
traditional build, with one slight difference. Due to window being installed generally
before any face brickwork begins, the former need some additional support, to
carry the weight of the window when fitted. This can be done in several ways, but a
bracket, fixed to the underside of the former, like the one in the image above supplied
by Nationwide Windows, is by far the best. Refer to the images above when planning
your Porotherm project with your window supplier.
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EcoParge

n With Porotherm being a dry perpend system, something is required to seal the vertical joints for air-tightness,
and that is job of EcoParge. It comes in a 25kg bag and is mechanically mixed with 9 to 10 litres of water and
then it’s simply applied by brushing it onto the face of the block work, ensuring all the perpends are fully filled.
EcoParge has an expansive quality as it dries to assist with the filling of the joints. If applied correctly around
built in joists, it can dismiss with the need for mastic pointing.

n When applying EcoParge to the 1st floor walls, best practice is to extend the parge
coat a minimum of 300mm into the roof space. However as a minimum requirement,
parge should be applied up to the underside of roof joist height.
For further information refer to the technical data sheet.

✔

✘
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Services and chasing

n Services present no issue when it comes to Porotherm, in fact it’s quite the opposite. Being clay, channeling
and chasing couldn’t be any quicker, easier and more effective. Nail, clip or screw, Porotherm is versatile and
effective, just ensure you’re using the right fixing for the job. Check out the fixings section in this guide and see
which fischer fixings are right for you.

n Fixing into Porotherm couldn’t be easier. When the drilling guidelines are followed in conjunction with using
Fischer fixings, you get just the fix you’re looking for.

Fixings
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Protection of works
The construction industry as a whole is ruled by the weather and traditional
brick and block work has to come second to none in the top ten of most
affected activities.
n The cold,wet and wind can cause you to have highly unproductive and unprofitable times, these can be
substantially reduced when using Porotherm.
n The use of ZeroPlus mortar means that the usual problems the cold weather brings with it isn’t a concern
any more.
n When it comes to high winds, employ the same principles you would do if you were laying traditional in a
sense of propping, but don’t let that stop you from building to the height you require. Once ZeroPlus has a
hold, at 26KN, your wall is not going anywhere!
n You can lay Porotherm in wet weather that you yourself most probably wouldn’t work in, so don’t worry
about a drop of rain. However this is the only area that some consideration for protection of works is
required. Due to the possible water ingress into the top of the block in severe conditions.
Please consider one of the following to reduce the chances of excessive water ingress:
- U shaped foam protector, (as shown in the image below) is ultimately the most effective method
- A scaffold board
- A layer of DPM
- Hessian
NB Please consider health and safety when
placing anything on top of walls
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Sample Build Program

Task/Day

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9

First lift block work joist
Install safety platform
(bird cage)
Install joists and flooring
Beam fill and commence
second lift
Complete block work and
install wall plate
Install safety platform
(bird cage)
Install roof trusses
Including gable end and
spandrel panels
Roof covering applied
Plot ready for removal of safety platform and internal fit out at Day 8/9

Please note, this is a sample program, and the following assumptions have been made.
Scaffolding has been erected prior to the commencement of block work, the base course
has been laid and that gable end panels and spandrel panels are being employed.
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Inspection Checklist

Site:								Plot Number:
Site Manager:						Report complete by:
ITEM to be inspected
Scaffold erected prior to commencement of
block work, minimum two inside boards
Quality of base course acceptable
Minimum bond achieved (100mm)
Overall standard of block work acceptable
Has E-WM-25 Robust Detail been followed
correctly
Female ends of blocks to all door jams and
window openings
Porotherm roller use
Are mortar runs visible to face of block work
Spread joints not exceeding 30mm neatly
and fully pointed
Accuracy and quality of cutting acceptable
Type of cutting method used on-site
approved
Standard of beam filling between joists
acceptable
Quality of parge acceptable
Application of parge coat acceptable
Storage of materials, Block and ZeroPlus
acceptable
Is protection of works evident, i.e. covering
top course overnight
Are spandrel and gabel end panels being
used on site
Are roofs being weathered in
Are roofs being completely tied
Timber floors sufficiently propped from
below
Are window formers being supported prior to
window installation
Is quality and effectiveness of fixings to
timber and services acceptable
Attitude of sub-contractor acceptable

Notes

Y/N

ACTION POINTS
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Traditional vs Porotherm - What’s the difference?
Activity

Traditional

Porotherm

Same/
Different

What difference
does this make?

Setting out/base course

Set out as usual

Level across both planes, no
steps or stagers

Different

Base course requires a little more care
and attention

Bond

1/2

100mm

Different

100mm bond is established on the
corner

Block work standard

As BDW standard for block work

As BDW standard for block
work

Same

See “block work standards” in this
guide

Block size

215mm + 10mm mortar bed = 225mm

224mm +1mm mortar
bed = 225mm

Same

See “the basics” in this guide

Drilling and core drilling

Masonry drill bit with hammer
or diamond core drill

Masonry drill bit with
hammer or diamond core drill

Same

No Percussion required with Porotherm

Party wall detail

Mixture of blocks with a straight joint

Porotherm 100mm block
bonded in

Different

Less time and hassle to build in
Porotherm

Females to openings

N/A

To all door jambs and window Different
reveals

Simply the turn the last block around to
expose the female

Protection of work

Cover up with Hessian to protect
against frost

Cover tops of blocks to
protect from heavy rain

Similar

Hand rail protection is very effective, as
is a scaffold board

Ties

1 part tie

2 or 3 part ties

Different

Check Ancon wall chart for correct tie

Fixings in general

Drill plug and screw, or nail fix

Drill plug and screw, or nail fix Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Cutting

Hammer and bolster trowel or Stihl saw

Brick hammer, reciprocating
saw, grinder with diamond
blade

Similar

Use our cutting tips when making this
minor adjustment

Lintels and Damp Trays

Bed on traditional mortar

Bed on traditional mortar/
ZeroPlus

Same

Don’t roll on DPM, roll the block, then
sit it on DPM

Beam fill

Coursed in with brick/brick and block

Use cut Porotherm blocks or
course as traditional

Similar

Thin jointing can continue if blocks are
cut to size

Fixing of wall plate

Bed on top of block with traditional
mortar

As traditional, but with an
additional DPM installed

Similar

Best practise is to install a DPM below
any traditional mortar bed

Preparation of block
surface

N/A

EcoParge

Different

Apply as directed in this guide

Window installation

Strap fixings plugged and screwed

As traditional, but former
needs supporting

Same

Bracket is available to make window
self supporting

All carpentry 1st fix

Drill plug and screw

Drill and secure with suitable
multi cellular fixing

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Installation of joists

Set out onto top of full block course

Set out onto top of full block
course

Same

Joists can be installed same day as
block work

Installation of stairs

As per manufacturer/engineers
guidelines

As per manufacturer/
engineers guidelines

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Electrician cable runs

Cable clip into block work

As traditional or drill and
secure with suitable fixing

Similar

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Electrician sheathing

Nail into block work

As traditional or drill and
secure with suitable fixing

Similar

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Fitting of electrical
back boxes

Face fix or chop out block, plug and
screw to secure

Face fix or chop out block,
plug and screw to secure

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Plumber pipe runs,
water and heating

Nail pipe clip to block work

As traditional or attach pipe
clip with suitable fixing

Similar

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Plumbers pipe chasing

Hammer and Bolster/grinder

Grinder and brick hammer

Same

Ensure solid dab is applied to either for
gas chase

Plumber fixing SVP
(soil vent pipe)

Drill plug and screw

Drill plug and screw

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Plumber/Electrician
core drilling

Core drill and diamond core

Core drill and diamond core

Same

Drill bits and cores will work better and
last longer

GRP bays and walk in
bay canopies

Fixed to face brickwork prior to plaster

Temp protection should be
made

Different

Make up temp bay covers when
making sanitary protection

Carpentry second fix

Grip fill adhesive and nail gun

Grip fill adhesive and nail gun

Same

None

Kitchen fit out

Drill plug and screw

Drill plug and screw

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Plumber second fix

Drill plug and screw

Drill plug and screw

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used

Electrician second fix

Drill plug and screw

Drill plug and screw

Same

No percussion and ensure correct
fixing is being used
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01

Typical Details
Legend

Facing brick
Cavity
Cavity insulation
Wall tie
POROTHERM

CAVITY WALL, GROUND LEVEL
These details are indicative only

POROTHERM

Insulation

Facing brick

Foundation/ground floor

Engineering brick

Plaster parge coat
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02

Typical Details
Legend

Typical uPVC window section
Proprietary cavity closer/
window former
Cavity
Wall tie
Cavity insulation
POROTHERM
Facing brick

CAVITY WALL, WINDOW CILL
These details are indicative only

POROTHERM

Insulation

Facing brick

Plaster parge coat
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03

Typical Details
Legend

POROTHERM
Facing brick
Cavity insulation

POROBOX Keystone lintel
DPM
Typical uPVC window frame

CAVITY WALL, LINTEL
These details are indicative only

POROTHERM

Insulation

Facing brick

Plaster parge coat
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04

Typical Details
Legend
POROTHERM
Cavity

POROTHERM

Insulation

Facing brick

Concrete upper floor

Plaster parge coat

Timber upper floor

POROTHERM
cut block
Timber joists built into
Porotherm blockwork
DPM
Cavity insulation
POROTHERM
cut block
Facing brick
POROTHERM
Cavity
POROTHERM
cut block
Concrete upper
floor slab
DPM
Cavity insulation
POROTHERM
cut block
Facing brick

CAVITY WALL, INTERMEDIATE FLOORS
These details are indicative only
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Typical Details
Legend
POROTHERM

Insulation

Facing brick

Plaster parge coat

Rafter tray

Wall plate bedded
on mortar and dpc

Cavity closer

Soffit vent
Cavity
Cavity insulation
POROTHERM
Facing brick

CAVITY WALL, EAVES
These details are indicative only

Galvanised steel straps
drilled and screwed to
POROTHERM block
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Typical Details
Legend

900

Dimensions in mm

POROTHERM

Lintel boot block

Return blocks

Cut blocks

Starter block course

2325 typical domestic storey height

1050

2100 to underside of lintel

2400 typical apartment storey height

Lintel

Starter block course

1000

Elevation

1000

Course number 2

Course number 1

PTH100 TYPICAL COURSING DETAILS
These details are indicative only
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Typical Details
Legend

900

Dimensions in mm

POROTHERM

Lintel boot block

Return blocks

Cut blocks

Starter block course
Lintel

2325

1050
2100

2400

10mm Thermal
mortar joint

Starter block course

1000

Elevation

1000

Course number 2

Course number 1

PTH140 TYPICAL COURSING DETAILS
These details are indicative only
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Typical Details
Legend

Dimensions in mm

POROTHERM

Lintel boot block

Return blocks

Cut blocks

Starter block course

2325

2100

2400

1050

Lintel

Starter block course

1000

Elevation

1000

Course number 2

Course number 1

PTH190 TYPICAL COURSING DETAILS
These details are indicative only
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Typical Details
Legend
POROTHERM

Insulation

Facing brick

Internal finish

Window strap pre-fixed to frame
in factory and fixed into reveal
using Fischer FUR medium
weight fixings or similar

IMPORTANT:
The windows MUST arrive
on site with factory fitted
horizontal restraint straps
and windows must be fitted
by window supplier

Typical uPVC window section
Proprietary cavity closer/
window former

Ancon 2 part wall tie
Cavity insulation
POROTHERM
Facing brick

CAVITY WALL, WINDOW INSTALLATION
These details are indicative only

75x50mm Timber window
support fixed to block using
Fisher Fixing SXR and
removed by bricklayer
when brick work is built
up to cill height.
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10

Typical Details
Legend
POROTHERM

Insulation

Ecoparge Parge coat
roller applied

Internal finish

POROTHERM PTH100 block
Mineral wool insulation
Ancon 3 part wall tie
POROTHERM PTH100 block
Ecoparge parge coat roller applied
Plaster board on dabs

Ecoparge parge coat

Plaster board on dabs

POROTHERM
Ancon 3 part wall tie
Mineral wool insulation
POROTHERM
Plaster board on dabs

PARTY WALL DETAIL
These details are indicative only

Ecoparge parge coat
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Health and
Safety Notes

The safe use of Porotherm
Clay products (1)
The Health and Safety at Work Consumer
Protection Act and other legislation requires us
to provide relevant information with regard to
our products in respect of handing, processing,
storage, transportation and disposal without
causing risk to health.

Handling

n Porotherm blocks are vertically perforated clay
masonry units. They are manufactured from natural
materials and are considered to be an inert substance,
which presents no risk to safety and health through
handling or use, subject to good practice being
followed. The use of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), such as hats, safety footwear and gloves is
strongly recommended where practicable, to reduce
the risks from sharp edges and falling objects.
n Clay blocks should not be hit with a trowel, chisel or hammer as this may result in flying sharp fragments
that may cause injury and result in damage to the external and internal structure of the products. Where cutting
or shaping of blocks is required, it is recommended that suitable cutting equipment is used, according to the
manufacturer’s guidance. Suitable eye protection and Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE), e.g. goggles,
dust masks and ear protection, should be worn when cutting Porotherm blocks. When drilling Porotherm blocks,
only rotary drilling is required.

n Porotherm clay blocks are packed on a pallet, banded and shrink-wrapped to maintain the integrity and
stability of the pack and for the protection of the products from the elements. Packs are heavy and great care
should be taken when handling and transporting. The appropriate equipment suitable for the lifting task should
always be used and the safe working load (SWL) of the lifting equipment should always be above the weights of
the pack being lifted.
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Health and
Safety Notes

The safe use of Porotherm
Clay products (2)
n All personnel should be made aware that products
are not secured to the palette with straps. When
handling the packs, this should always be done using
forks i.e. pallet truck or forklift truck/cranes with suitable
fork attachments.
Avoid:
- Abnormal shocks to packs
- Sliding one pack against the face of another pack
- Stacking packs more than two pallets high
Note: Security of straps can deteriorate over time
n It is strongly recommended that packs should be placed wherever possible on dry, well-drained, flat, solid
ground, suitable for the purpose. The multiple stacking of packs is inadvisable and potentially dangerous, but in
no circumstances should this be more than three packs high. Minimising product movement around the site will
contribute significantly to safety.
n Only lift by inserting forks beneath the palette provided. It is recommended that lifting holes have a width of
90mm and a length of 1100mm. Under no circumstances should a ‘wide grab’ device be used to lift packs of
Porotherm, as this both damage the products and lead to the pack becoming unstable.

Opening the packs for use

n Packaging should be removed using appropriate tools. Straps should be cut out by wire cutters and not burst
open by application of levered pressure. When cutting straps, the operative should stand to the side of the
strap being cut and not in line with that strap. Highly tensioned straps can spring away from the package when
tension is released. In accordance with the Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992, persons
cutting bands under tension MUST wear suitable eye protection.
n The strapping around packs of Porotherm has sharp edges. Suitable gloves should be used when handling
this material. When the straps are cut, care must be taken to protect operative from blocks that may fall from
the pack - particularly when products may have moved during irregular transport or storage, causing them to be
unstable. It is recommended that protective footwear and overalls are worn when carrying out this operation.
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Health and
Safety Notes

The safe use of Porotherm
Clay products (3)
COSHH (Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health)

n In general, fired clay products typically contain
between 50%-70% silica. If standard power tools (e.g.
disc cutter) are used to cut this product, substantial
levels of dust may be produced. This is significantly
reduced when using an electric reciprocating saw.
Depending on the environment and the method of
cutting, it is possible that some respirable silica may
be generated and released into the air.
n The main effect in humans in the inhalation of
respirable silica dust is silicosis. There is sufficient
information to conclude that the relative lung cancer
risk is increased in persons with silicosis.
n Under the COSHH Regulations, the Workplace Exposure Limit (WEL) for respirable silica is 0.1mg/m3 (from
October 2006). The only reliable way to ascertain the levels of individual exposure is to carry out detailed
personal monitoring. Persons carrying out dry cutting operations MUST wear suitable respiratory protection. A
suitable respirator or disposable mask meeting BS EN 149 (specification for filtering masks to prevent inhalation
of particulates), preferably class FFP3 is recommended. The use of suitable respiratory protection by those
working near to the dry cutting operation should be considered. Our advice would be to avoid the dry cutting of
blocks whenever possible. Wet cutting reduces the amount of dust generated. Cutting operations should always
be carried out in well ventilated areas. Unless a respricating saw is available, or bench mounted wet saw, it is
recommended that off site, specialist cutting services be used.

Manual Handing

n There is a large range of Porotherm products available and an individual block may weigh anywhere between
8kg - 20kg. This could present a risk of manual handling injury. We recommend that the HSE Information Sheet
Guidelines (Construction Sheet No.37 - Handling Building Blocks) be followed.
n It is the customer’s responsibility to obtain technical data on all materials to be used with Porotherm Products.
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Technical Datasheet
ECOTEK
Ecotek technology has been developed as part of
our commitment to the environment; in particular
the use of sustainable products within our
manufactured materials. This technology uses the
highest quality pure plate clear recycled glass and
offers the following advantages:

Technical Datasheet

• Mechanically improves the workability of the
product.
• Compatible with white / light coloured cements.
• Less absorption of water, therefore improves
structural strength and performance of the
product.
• Non-crystalline nature of the glass improves its
waterproofing properties and is non-toxic. Please
see Ecotek technology technical data sheet for
further information.
PACKAGING & STORAGE
eco-parge is supplied 25kg paper sacks; palletised
(40) bags and shrink wrapped. When stored
unopened in a dry place at temperatures above 5°C,
shelf life is 12 months from date of manufacture.

TECHNICAL DATA
Conformity:
Tensile strength:
Transverse deformation:
Application temperature:
Service temperature range:
Mixing ratio:
Open time:
Set time:
Shelf life:
Sizes:

HEALTH & SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
• Contains Portland Cement.
• Irritating to skin.
• Risk of serious damage to eyes.
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
• In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately
with plenty of water and seek medical advice.
• After contact with skin, take off immediately all
contaminated clothing, and wash immediately
with plenty of water and soap.
• Wear suitable gloves and eye / face protection.
• If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately
and show this container or label.
For further information, please request the material
safety data sheet for this product.
QUALITY CONTROL
All products are factory blended, tested and
packaged to quality control procedure in
accordance with BS EN ISO 9001 series.

TECHNICAL DATA
Conforms to the requirements of BS EN 12004 / 12002 C2TE S1
6 hrs >0.50N/mm2
12 hrs >0.75N/mm2
24 hrs >1.00N/mm2
Classification S1 (deformation greater than or equal to 2.5mm and less than 5mm)
5°C to 25°C
-20°C to +80°C
5.5 - 6.5 litres of water to 25kg powder
3 hrs at 20°C
12 hrs at 20°C
12 months in cool dry area
25kg
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Safety
Datasheet
Safety
DataSheet
Sheet
Safety Data
Data
Sheet
according
to 1907/2006/EC,
Article 31
Data Sheet according to 1907/2006/EC,
Article 31
Identification of of
thethe
substance/preparation
and of the
company/undertaking
11Identification
substance/preparation
and
of the company/undertaking

Product: ECO-PARGE
Product:
ECO-PARGE
Expected Use: Internal Parge Coat
Expected
Synonyms:Use: Internal Parge Coat
Synonyms:
Company Name: La Roc Building Solutions Ltd.
Dalton
Industrial
EstateSolutions Ltd.
Company Name:
La Roc
Building
Dalton
Dalton Industrial Estate
North Yorkshire
Dalton
YO7 3HE
Yorkshire
Tel:North
0845 5194
779
YO7
3HE
Fax:
0845
5194 778
Tel: 0845on5194
779
2 Composition/Information
Ingredients
Fax: 0845 5194 778
A blend of hydraulic silicates, aluminates, mineral fillers, rheology controlling admixtures and polymers

2 Composition/Information
on Ingredients
Ingredient
CAS
No

% Composition

Classification/Symbol

R Phrases

A blend of hydraulic silicates, aluminates, mineral fillers, rheology controlling admixtures and polymers
Portland Cement

65997-15-1

Ingredient

CAS No

3 Hazard Identification

Portland Cement
Classification
of Substance

65997-15-1

20-55%

Irritant
% Composition

20-55%

R36/37/38
Classification/Symbol

R Phrases

Irritant

R36/37/38

3Irritant
Hazard Identification
Classification of Substance

Description of Hazard
Contact with eyes : May cause irritation to the eyes
Contact with skin : May cause irritation to the skin
Irritant
Inhalation :
May cause irritation to the nose and mouth due to dust
Ingestion :
May cause gastric irritation to some individuals
Cement when wet may cause burns therefore it is sensible to wear the appropriate protective clothing – see section 8.

Description of Hazard
4 First Aid Measures
Contact
with eyes : May cause irritation to the eyes
Eye
contact
Contact
with skin : May cause irritation to the skin
Irrigate with: clean running
water
for atirritation
least 15 minutes.
Inhalation
May
cause
to the nose and mouth due to dust
Seek medical advice if irritation persists.
Ingestion :
May cause gastric irritation to some individuals
Skin Contact
Cement when wet may cause burns therefore it is sensible to wear the appropriate protective clothing – see section 8.
Wash of with copious amounts of water.

attention if irritation persists.
4Seek
Firstmedical
Aid Measures
Ingestion

Eye
Drinkcontact
copious amounts of water.
Irrigate
with clean
runningseek
water
for atattention.
least 15 minutes.
If large amounts
are ingested,
medical
Inhalation
Seek
medical advice if irritation persists.
Remove
person to fresh air.
Skin
Contact
If recovery is not rapid, seek medical attention.
Wash of with copious amounts of water.
5 Fire Fighting Measures
Seek medical attention if irritation persists.
Special Circumstances/Conditions : None
Ingestion
Exposure Hazards :
No anticipated hazardous products of combustion
Drink
copious
amounts
of water.
Personal
Protective
Equipment
:
Suitable protective clothing and gloves
Media:
: ingested, seek
CO2,
foam attention.
IfExtinguishing
large amounts
are
medical
6 Accidental Release Measures
Inhalation
Minor Releases
Remove
person to fresh air.
Protection
:
Suitable
protective
clothing, gloves
IfPersonal
recovery
is not rapid,
seek
medical
attention.
Environmental Protection :

Avoid contamination of water ways and cultivated areas.

5Spill
FireControl
Fighting
Measures Confine spill and sweep up or vacuum to avoid generating excessive dust.
Guidance :

Dispose of:by None
landfill in accordance with local regulations.
Special Circumstances/Conditions
Decontamination
: :
Water spray No anticipated hazardous products of combustion
Exposure
Hazards
Personal Protective Equipment :
Suitable protective clothing and gloves
Major Releases
Extinguishing
Media:
:
CO2,
foam gloves
Personal Protection :
Suitable protective clothing,
:
Avoid contamination of water ways and cultivated areas.
6Environmental
Accidental Protection
Release Measures
Spill Control Guidance :

Confine spill and sweep up or vacuum to avoid generating excessive dust.

Minor Releases
Dispose of by landfill in accordance with local regulations.
Decontamination
:
Water Suitable
spray
Personal
Protection
:
protective clothing, gloves
Environmental Protection :
Avoid contamination of water ways and cultivated areas.
Spill Control Guidance :
Confine spill and sweep up or vacuum to avoid generating excessive dust.
Dispose of by landfill in accordance with local regulations.
Decontamination :
Water spray
Major Releases
Personal Protection :
Environmental Protection :
Spill Control Guidance :

Suitable protective clothing, gloves
Avoid contamination of water ways and cultivated areas.
Confine spill and sweep up or vacuum to avoid generating excessive dust.
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7 Handling & Storage
Handling: Handle in well ventilated areas using methods that minimise dust. Dispose of waste by landfill in accordance with local
regulations.Avoid contamination of water ways and cultivated areas.
Storage: Store in unopened bags clear of the ground in cool, dry conditions, protect from excessive draughts. Keep out of the
reach of children.
8 Exposure Controls/Personal Protection
Exposure Limit Values
Substance/Ingredient

OEL 8hr TWA
ppm

mg/m³

Total Inhalable Dust

10

Respirable Dust

4

9 Physical & Chemical Properties
Appearance:
Odour:
pH:
Boiling Point:
Melting Point:
Flash Point:
Flammability Limits:
Oxidising Properties:

Grey Powder
None
12-14 when wet
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not flammable
Not applicable

Comments

STEL
ppm

Vapour Pressure:
Bulk Density:
Specific Gravity:
Solubility
Water:
Other:
Partition Coefficient:
Viscosity:
Vapour Density:
Evaporation Rate:

mg/m³

Not applicable
1300 – 1500 kg/m3
Not applicable
<2%
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

10 Stability & Reactivity

Stability:
Conditions to avoid:
Materials to avoid:
Hazardous decomposition:
Products:
Hazardous polymerisation:

Stable
None
Oxidising agents, strong acids
None
Not applicable

11 Toxicolgical Data

Oral Toxicity:
Dermal Toxicity:
Sensitisation/Irritation:
Carcinogenicity/Mutagenicity:
Long Term Effects:

Product is of low oral toxicity
Product is of low dermal toxicity, although some irritation to skin may occur
Persistent skin contact with wet product may give rise to sensitisation,
Irritant to eyes due to physical abrasion effects of powder and burning in wet condition
Material is not biodegradable
Not known
Chronic effects – high repeated dosage above OEL may be linked to Rhinitis.

12 Ecological Information

Ecotoxicity:
Mobility:
Persistance & Degradability:
Bioaccumulative Potential:
Other Adverse Effects:

May be toxic to aquatic life, although not classified as a marine pollutant
Slightly soluble in water
Material is not biodegradable
Not known
Not known

13 Disposal Considerations

Descriptive
Dispose of this material to a landfill site, in accordance with local or national disposal regulations.
Dispose of empty bags to a landfill site, or incinerator in accordance with local or national disposal regulations.
14 Transport Data

Key Data
UN Number : Not required:
Proper Shipping Name:
Class:
Packing Group:
Secondary Hazard:
ADR/RID:
IMDG:
EmS:
MFAG:
IATA:

Not required

